MGT-300
UNIVERSAL
RPM COUNTER
FOR PETROL
AND DIESEL
ENGINES

MGT-300 EVO

MGT-300 EVO is the NEW rpm counter by BRAIN
N
BEE, allowing to easily and accurately detect rpm,,
temperature and other related information on allll
petrol and diesel vehicles, also via BLUETOOTH ®
CONNECTION
With its advanced software and the combined use of
multiple acquisition systems, MGT-300 EVO can cover
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The graphic interface ensures user-friendly and accurate reading of detected RPM and Temperatures
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MGT-300 EVO has been designed to ensure the perfect integration within a roadworthiness test
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MGT-300 EVO is equipped with the special &;<&)*&</2" the application of which
allows the instrument, in the course of daily use, to identify and isolate the main noise signals that could
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 K # ''  ##\     ##"MGT-300 EVO can adapt its software parameters
directly to the environment conditions in which it operates,  
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INTERFACE

2. VIA ALTERNATOR RIPPLE (BATTERY)
3. VIA EXTERNAL EOBD MODULE+&
connected to MGT-300 EVO via the handy Bluetooth connection,
n,
allows to directly acquire EOBD codes
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TEMPERATURE values are acquired
1. VIA THE TEMPERATURE PROBE +&
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CONNECTION TO THE PC
MGT-300 EVO % #  #+ # USB 2.0 connection, or by using the
convenient wireless connection BLUETOOTH ®
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Measurement ranges:
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1. VIA ACCELERATION SENSOR
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RPM signals can be acquired:

